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“I bear witness that there is no god but Allah (SWT), and I bear witness
that Muhammad is the Messenger of THE MOTHER.” (October 7, 2021)
The Paraclete bears witness that THE MOTHER is in every scripture; John 14:15-17, Devi Gita 6:17-18
and al-Ghazzali, in every being; those with ears that hear, in every heart. The heart of every
scripture and being behold THE MOTHER. (October 7, 2021)
October 7, 2021
I have bought more than 30 domain names of the Resurrection-related surahs (verses) of the
Quran (which I will populate and upload over time). These are specific verses that confirm the Sure
Signs of the Resurrection that are beyond human manipulation, and that is an understatement.
A few days ago I could not believe that www.shahadah.org was still available and purchased it right
away (and uploaded it today). For those unfamiliar with Islam, and reason for my surprise:
“The Sahada (Arabic: "the testimony"), also spelled Shahadah, is an Islamic oath, one of the Five
Pillars of Islam and part of the Adhan. It reads: "I bear witness that there is no god but God, and I
bear witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of God."
The Shahada declares belief in the oneness (tawhid) of God (Allah) and the acceptance of
Muhammad as God's messenger. Some Shias also include a statement of belief in the wilayat of
Ali. A single honest recitation of the Shahada in Arabic is all that is required for a person to
become a Muslim according to most traditional schools.” Wikipedia
The Quran is absolutely beyond all doubts concerning this universal divine intervention, and when
combined with the biblical Sure Signs of Jesus (Paraclete) appearing in the Age that has Come,
leaves no room for non-compliance by reason of ignorance.
But the vast majority of Muslims are being misled by Shaitan and will not be aware that the
Resurrection is taking place. 99.999% of the Ummah today have no idea of warners that must
come prior before declaring the warning of Allah-THE MOTHER (SWT). That is because of the
collective Islamic indoctrination of graves bursting open, mountains being tossed around like
cotton, and the terror of the End. That 50 years have passed since the Paraclete Shri Mataji began
declaring Al-Qiyamah and warning humanity confirms that their mullah-blinkered mentality will be
almost impossible to be overcome.
The Quran surah 30:55-60 Al Rum is explicit in that mass indoctrination by Shaitan over the
centuries. So insidious is that deception ingrained into every Muslim at a young age that even the
few like Fatir Zent—who know the Paraclete Shri Mataji—exemplifies the brainwashed mullahmindset of the Ummah.
Muslims will miss the Resurrection just as Shri Mataji has questioned. Allah-THE MOTHER (SWT) urges
the Quran be used to admonish the Kaffirs of the Kaaba:
“I have such respect for so many of them. I wish they could accept that this is not Jihad time
anymore but Qiyamah Time, the Resurrection Time, the Blossom Time. Are they going to miss it?”
The Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
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“But the Muslims do not want to talk about Resurrection at all because they want to frighten
people with the Doomsday. They don't want to talk about the Resurrection Time which is going to
come, which is the intermediary time (Al Qadr: The Night of Power), because they want to use the
time (Al Qariah: Day of Noise and Clamor) which will frighten people by saying that: "Now your
Doomsday is coming! Now your Doomsday is coming!" ”
The Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
“There is a very big chapter on Resurrection, but the fundamentalists don't want to look at it. They
believe their religion is the best. But what would it has done to anyone? It is so much
misinterpreted... so much misinterpreted.”
The Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
Muslims have no idea that Al-Muddaththir has for nearly four decades declared An Naba (The
Great Announcement) of Al-Qiyamah (The Resurrection) the world over. Since the Arabic word
for Allah is gender-neutral the Shahadah can be declared in the feminine as well, and definitely so
since Prophet Muhammad has been witnessed with all the other incarnations meeting and
meditating on THE MOTHER (SWT).
For those Muslims who want to understand and take part in the Resurrection, it is necessary that all
quotes from The Study Quran be rendered in the feminine.
“21 Humbled can also be read as “brought low.” Most understand this verse as a reprimand to human
beings whose hearts remain hard and unmoved in the face of the Quran (Aj, IK, Z), as if to say, "How is it
that your hearts are so hard that they do not soften to the Quran, as even the mountains would?” (IK). This
verse is thus an injunction for human beings to listen to and receive the Quran with fear and humility (IK, T).
From another perspective, this verse exalts the potentiality of the human heart, which alone among all
created things can contain the Quran, as alluded to in 33:72: Truly We offered the Trust unto the heavens
and the earth and the mountains, but they refused to bear it, and were wary of it—yet man bore it (Aj). Seen
in this light, the Divine Names presented in the verses that follow are an allusion to the Divine Qualities to
which it is said the heart of God’s believing servants can attain. In this vein, a well-known hadith
qudsi states, “My heavens and My earth embrace Me not, but the heart of My believing servant does
embrace Me.” (al-Ghazzali, Ihya, III.1.5)….
24 The Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner can be correlated to three stages in the unfolding of creation: the
Creator indicates the Quality of MOTHER through which SHE measures things out before they come into
existence in this world; the Maker indicates the manner in which SHE then brings things into being; and the
Fashioner indicates the manner in which SHE then gives things form with various characteristics (Q).
Alternately, these three Divine Names can be seen as referring more specifically to the three stages through
which creatures, in particular human beings, develop in the womb (Q).” (Hossein 2017, 1356)
As Jesus hung from the Cross, He uttered the highest truth, “Behold THY MOTHER!” Since Jesus is the
Sign of the Hour of the Resurrection (Surah az-Zukhruf 43:61) and points to HER, it is crucial for
Muslims (and Jews, Christians, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists and others) to understand the link between
the Paraclete and THE MOTHER:
Jesus, of course, the world cannot receive the HOLY SPIRIT they neither see nor know! Yet there are
those whom You know, can! Who then are those You know 2000 years later? (September 29, 2021)
“If you love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will ask the SPIRIT, and SHE will give you
another Paraclete, to be with you forever, even the SPIRIT of truth, whom the world cannot
receive, because it neither sees HER nor knows HER. You know HER, for SHE dwells with you and will
be in you.” John 14:15-17
“I, indeed, am that person, and that person truly is I; regard this as certain, O Mountain. I do not
abide in any sacred site, not even in Kailasa, nor in Vaikuntha, Yet I dwell in the midst of the lotusheart of one who knows me.” The Devi Gita, 6.17-18
“My heavens and My earth embrace Me not, but the heart of My believing servant does embrace
Me.” Al-Ghazzali, Ilya, III.1.5.
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“You see, the Holy Ghost is THE MOTHER. When they say about the Holy Ghost, She is THE
MOTHER… Now, the principle of MOTHER is in every, every scripture; has to be there. Now, THE
MOTHER's character is that She is the one who is the Womb, She is the one who is the Mother Earth,
and ShE is the one who nourishes you.”
The Paraclete Shri Mataji
Radio Interview 1983 Oct 01, Santa Cruz, USA
HALF THE SKY must rise above the patriarchal past towards the Matriarchal Millennium. Only the
Quran will liberate their Taliban sisters from the mujahedeen monsters. (August 21, 2021)
www.shahadah.org intends to do just that and will be the foundation on which the Quran will be
used against the Kaffirs of the Kaaba. This post is the first of many more to come over the years till
2050.
jagbir
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